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I'm

Pau with o-ko-le-hao you betchaandhow, I'm pau I'm gon-na wrap it up.

Dat-doh-dah-doh-day Dat-doh-dah-doh-day Dat-doh-dah-doh-day I'm gon-na wrap it up.

I'm pau I'm pau with

Dat-doh-dah-doh-day Dat-doh-dah-doh-dayDat-doh-dah-doh-day
shooting dice 'cause it's a vice. out late each night and that's not right. So, I'm

shooting dice it's a vice, late each night that's not right. So, I'm

I'm pau All pau.

Dat-doh-dah-doh-day  Dat-dohdah-doh-day  Dat-dohlah-doh-day